Videoconferencing and ITV

Millersville University's videoconferencing and ITV facilities are centrally located on campus in Stayer Hall room 106, McComsey Hall room 120 and Boyer. To reserve a room please fill out the Request Form.

Stayer 106 Classroom

- IP: Upon Request
- Seats 32 in a classroom setting that includes a lectern
- Includes a document camera, Mac or PC and a SMART Symposium monitor
- Dual cameras:
  - Camera 1: Shows the instructor
  - Camera 2: Shows the students
- Dual screen system allows viewing of the speaker and a computer screen simultaneously
- "Push-to-talk" microphones located at every desk
- Access to other PASSHE institution's videoconference and ITV sites
- Polycom based system
- H.323 (IP or internet)

McComsey 120 Classroom

- IP: Upon Request
- Seats 23 in a classroom setting that includes a lectern
- Includes a document camera, Mac or PC and a SMART Symposium monitor
- Dual cameras:
  - Camera 1: Shows the instructor
  - Camera 2: Shows the students
- Dual screen system allows viewing of the speaker and a computer screen simultaneously
- "Push-to-talk" microphones located at every desk
- Access to other PASSHE institution's videoconference and ITV sites
- Polycom based system
- H.323 (IP or internet)

Boyer 228 Conference Room

- IP: Upon Request
- Suitable for small groups
- Single monitor, microphone and camera
- Access to other PASSHE institution's videoconference and ITV sites
- Polycom based system
- H.232 (IP or Internet)